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Complete Fertility Foliar Feed 

Trace Minerals ♦ Carbon ♦ Nitrogen  
Humic ♦ Growth Hormones ♦ Surfactant 

Complete Foliar Package  
Formula 14 has set the bar for the best 

foliar feed product on the market! 

Perfect Food Plot Formula too!  

Bigger Better Yields 
Through Proper Nutrition 

Call Us Today & Let         
F14 Work for You! 

CleanGreen F14 is a revolutionary       
fertility product that combines the very 
best portions of nutrition to the plant for 
phenomenal results. Our product has 
knocked back all other fertility products 
to a distant 2nd place. There is simply no 
other product on the market that can   
compete with F14! 

Trace Minerals 

Carbon 

Nitrogen 

Humic Acid 

Growth Hormones 

Vitamins 

High-end Sugars 

Organic Surfactant 
 

All-In-One Performance 

CleanGreen F14 is effective, clean       

and earth friendly! 
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The best crop program is one that delivers 
all the essential nutrients to the plant for it 
to grow to its full potential.  

Unlike most foliar applied fertilizers, our 
product consists of a complete package 
that addresses almost every nutritional 
need of the plant. There is no need to sup-
plement a  little of this product and that 
product to try to meet all the needs of the 
plant; CleanGreen F14 does it all! 

Our product has been meticulously formu-
lated to ensure the host of ingredients stay 
balanced and in-solution so your crops get 
the very best nutrition possible! 

Now your crops can get the complete array 
of nutrients they need in one product! 

Grow the Best Crops Improve Plant Photosynthesis 

Grow Vigorous Plants  

Higher Brix Levels 

Greater Fruitation 

Increased Plant Maturity 

Mold resistance  

Bug resistance  

Increased Drought tolerance  

Improve Plant Vitality 

Eliminate Need for Chemical Fertilizers 

Improve Overall Plant Immunity 

Decrease or Eliminate the Need for       
Fungicides, Herbicides, Pesticides, etc. 

Lower Overall Cost of Production 

F14 is an all-in-one product that is consid-
erably more affordable than purchasing 
various independent products in hope of 
meeting all the needs of the plant.  

By incorporating all the essential nutrients 
into one product you are able to drastically 
reduce your input costs.  

Increase Profits 

The delivery system of F14 is truly what 
sets it apart from everything else on the 
market and is a key reason why our crops 
have explosive growth. 

Tests and testimonials conclude that F14 
makes a huge impact on the yield and  
quality of crops. Farmers comment that 
F14 grew the best crops ever! 


